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Abstract

This is an article in relationship with the recent genocide carried out in Southern Kadunna Nigeria. This points out at how humans should behave and instead of going evil for evil then it should be evil for good so that there can be peaceful coexistence among the people faced with the challenges.

Goodies can be defined as something attractive or pleasing, like cake, cookies, or candy. something that causes delight or satisfaction, while garbages are defined as materials that are no longer wanted or needed, trash, anything that is contemptibly worthless, inferior or vile. Take note of the two words worthless and inferior, which means they have no use at all. Dabbling into what i want to say can be illustrated with a short story of giving goodies or garbage. In two countries that was divided by a thin boundary like the east and western Germany of old where war was averted because the western Germany planned and gathered garbages and loaded the garbages fully well in a truck then went to the boundary of the eastern Germany and dumbed the garbages there, so wen the eastern Germany saw these they planned on paying them back, so they arranged lots of goodies and went to the boundary of the western Germany and they neatly arranged and stacked the goodies for the Eastern Germany to see, and then they boldly wrote a caption (you give what you have)...

In our world of today we give back hate instead of love, we spill blood for blood, people dieing everyday because we only keep giving back what we have hate for hate, love for love, war for war, goodies for goodies, garbage for garbage, How many of us have taught of giving back love for hate, how many of us has taught of giving back peace for war, how many of us have taught of giving back goodies for garbage, all we think of in our today's society is how to get back at ourselves revenge the evil that has been done to us, they say two wrongs can never make a right, the people of southern kaduna(SK) are going through alot, killings here and there can we all learn to love ourselves, these would get to a place even the high and mighty would not be spared, people don't talk for each other because we feel there is no need because we are not bounded or related by blood, what if these killings had affected your father, mother, uncle, brother sister or some one you loved dearly, how would you feel? would you be happy to see someone you love go down because all we do is hate one another, can we change the perspective of life? can we have a peaceful Nigeria where love is the key word? think about it. What are you giving? are you returning garbage for garbage or you are returning goodies for garbage? let love lead, peace for the people of southern kaduna, peace for the people of Nigeria once again let love lead. May God heal the land of southern Kaduna, Kaduna state and Nigeria as a whole.